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Abstract—The interpretation of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experimental results for metabolomics studies requires intensive signal processing and multivariate data analysis techniques. Standard quantification techniques attempt to minimize effects from variations in peak positions caused by sample pH, ionic strength, and composition. These techniques fail to account for adjacent signals which can lead to drastic quantification errors. Attempts at full spectrum deconvolution have been limited in adoption and development due to the computational resources required. Herein, we develop a novel localized deconvolution algorithm for general purpose quantification of NMR-based metabolomics studies. Localized deconvolution decreases average absolute quantification error by 97% and average relative quantification error by 88%. When applied to a ¹H metabolomics study, the cross-validation metric, Q², improved 16% by reducing within group variability. This increase in accuracy leads to additional computing costs that are overcome by translating the algorithm to the mapreduce design paradigm.
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1. Introduction

Metabolomics, the measurement of metabolite concentrations and fluxes in various biological systems, is one of the most comprehensive of all bionomics [1]. Unlike proteomics and genomics that assess intermediate products, metabolomics assesses the end product of cellular function, metabolites. Changes occurring at the level of genes and proteins (assessed by genomics and proteomics) may or may not influence a variety of cellular functions. But metabolomics, by contrast, assesses the end products of cellular metabolic function, such that the measured metabolite profile reflects the cellular metabolic status. For instance, a disease process or exposure to a xenobiotic may interfere at the genomic or proteomic level, while it will always manifest itself at the metabolomic level. Further, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy of biofluids has been shown to be an effective method in metabolomics to identify variations in biological states [2], [3]. In contrast to various other proteomic, genomic, and metabolomic analyses, NMR spectroscopy is non-invasive, non-destructive, and requires little sample preparation [1].

Typically, NMR metabolic spectroscopic data are analyzed as follows: (1) standard post-instrumental processing of spectroscopic data, such as the Fourier transformation, phase adjustment, and baseline correction; (2) quantification of spectral signals commonly implemented via binning; (3) normalization and scaling; and (4) multivariate statistical modeling of data. Quantification of spectral signals, step (2), is a key step in the development of classification algorithms and biomarker identification (i.e., pattern recognition). A common method of quantification employed by the NMR community is known as binning or bucketing, which divides a NMR spectrum into several hundred regions. This technique is performed to (1) minimize effects from variations in peak positions caused by sample pH, ionic strength, and composition (Spraul et al. 1994); and (2) reduce the dimensionality for multivariate statistical analyses. The result is a data set with fewer features, thereby, increasing the tractability of pattern recognition techniques, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [4] and partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) [5].

The standard quantification method is to divide a spectrum into several hundred non-overlapping regions or bins of equal size. This simple technique has been shown to be effective in the field of metabolomics [6], [7]. While standard quantification mitigates the effects from variations in peak positions, shifts occurring near the boundaries can result in dramatic quantitative changes in the adjacent bins due to the non-overlapping boundaries. This problem can be countered by incorporating a kernel-based binning method that weights the contribution of peaks by their distance from the center of the bin [8] or by dynamically determining the size and location of each bin [9], [10]; however, these techniques fail to remove irrelevant adjacent signals.

There are several alternatives to spectral binning that still provide data dimension reduction [11]. Examples of these
include PARS [12], direct quantification [13], peak alignment tools in HiRes [14], and targeted profiling [15]. These techniques identify peaks or specific peak patterns in the spectra that are conserved across spectra. After the patterns have been identified, they are quantified by determining the peak area or amplitude. The accuracy of these algorithms is dependent on the spectral resolution, the quality of the peak alignment, and the breadth of spectroscopic pattern databases. Since spectral resolution is dependent upon the magnetic field strength (i.e., instrument specific), the spectral patterns in complex mixtures (e.g., urine and plasma) are also field dependent. This adds another level of complexity to targeted profiling techniques that attempt to match spectral patterns against standard spectra acquired at a specific magnetic field.

Despite the development of these alternative quantification techniques, binning remains a common technique for the NMR community owing to high throughput quantification techniques [16], [11]. The wide spread use of advanced quantification algorithms has been hindered by the additional computing resources and manual intervention required to incorporate them into general metabolomics workflows. Herein, we propose a novel localized deconvolution algorithm for NMR spectroscopic data that removes adjacent and convoluting signal for significantly improved full spectrum quantification that does not rely on the breadth of annotated spectral databases. By pursuing a localized strategy for deconvolution, the algorithm is suited for implementation in the map-reduce paradigm that will allow for web-scale high-throughput availability. We show this technique is superior to alternative high-throughput quantification techniques by comparing the improvement in quantification accuracy on complex 1H NMR spectroscopic data and realistic synthetic spectra.

2. Approach

The variability and complexity inherent in 1H NMR spectra of biofluids requires sensitive signal processing and pattern recognition techniques to discover novel patterns in the data. The technique of spectral quantification is a general signal processing technique that reduces the dimensionality of spectroscopic data by transforming full resolution spectra into a feature vector for subsequent pattern recognition. The goals of which are to retain pertinent information and mitigate quantitative effects of peak misalignment. Biomarker identification can then be defined as finding a set of features that describe a pattern between groups, thus the success of biomarker identification is directly related to the quality of the feature vectors. Here a biomarker is defined as a set of NMR signals that change relative to some reference (i.e., before and after exposure to a toxin). Such an experiment will have at least two groups (e.g., pre-dose and post-dose) for which spectroscopic data is compiled. A significant step prior to biomarker identification is spectral quantification, our method, localized deconvolution, is comprised of three steps:

1) Solve the peak registration (correspondence) problem using an adaptive binning approach
2) Model the signals in each region using a Gaussian-Lorentzian peak construct
3) Deconvolve the localized subproblem by removing adjacent and baseline signals

This technique is applied to a metabolomics study of toxicology for the identification of biomarkers associated with a kidney toxin (α-naphthylisothiocyanate) response.

3. Methods

3.1 Peak registration

The first step in localized deconvolution is to define the subproblems of interest, which are defined as regions containing a signal of interest across spectra. This problem, also known as the peak registration or correspondence problem, is solved by applying an adaptive binning technique: dynamic adaptive binning [9]. Peak registration is necessary to overcome the variability in signals between subjects (or samples). Our localized deconvolution technique leverages an adapting binning technique to generate the regions of interest, which can subsequently be solved in parallel; however, our method can be easily adapted to other methods of registration, including peak alignment and targeted approaches.

Dynamic adaptive binning determines the optimal bin configuration of n observed peaks as measured by an objective function. This process is divided into two steps: (1) determining the location of the observed peaks in each spectra and (2) finding the optimal bin boundaries with respect to the objective function. The identification of the observed peaks in each spectrum is accomplished by identifying local maxima after smoothing via a wavelet transform [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. After the observed peaks of each spectrum have been determined, the algorithm determines the optimal bin configuration using a dynamic programming strategy. A detailed description of dynamic adaptive binning and proofs verifying optimal substructure can be found in [9].

3.2 Model the signals

While peak registration provides a mechanism for matching corresponding signals between spectra, quantification is still impaired by adjacent signal and baseline distortions. This problem is mitigated by removing adjacent signals that affect the true value of the signal of interest. The observable NMR free induction decay (FID) signal is an exponential decaying sinusoid leading to an approximate Lorentzian peak shape after Fourier transformation. These individual signals, S, are modeled by a Gaussian-Lorentzian function that is defined by the standard deviation of the Gaussian (σ), the
center \((x_c)\), the width at half height of the Lorentzian \((\Gamma)\), and the magnitude \((M)\):

\[
S([M, \sigma, P, x_c], x) = P * L([M, \Gamma, x_c], x) + (1 - P) * G([M, \sigma, x_c], x) \quad (1)
\]

\[
L([M\sigma, P, x_c], x) = \frac{M \cdot \Gamma^2}{4(x - x_c)^2 + \Gamma^2} \quad (2)
\]

\[
G([M\sigma, P, x_c], x) = M \exp(-((x - x_c)^2)/(2\sigma^2)) \quad (3)
\]

where \(\Gamma = 2 * \sqrt{2 * \ln(2\sigma)}\), and \(P\) is a real value between 0.0 and 1.0 that weights the contribution of the Lorentzian \((L(...)\) and Gaussian \((G(...)\) functions.

The mixture of the Gaussian and Lorentzian peaks is selected to provide a flexible peak shape. The relationship between the width at half height of the Lorentzian peak and the standard deviation of the Gaussian peak is fixed by assuming that both the height and the width at half height are the same for both peaks. This simplifies the model by avoiding a separate parameter for both the standard deviation and width at half height.

### 3.3 Deconvolve

Noise and baseline distortions arise from congested areas of the spectrum with multiple overlapping peaks, naturally broad signals from proteins or lipids, and the amplifier of a quadrature detection magnet system \([22]\). With the previously described model for the underlying signals, our algorithm removes unwanted signals from the region of interest. This deconvolution procedure divides each spectral subproblem into its constituent signals (baseline, noise, and individual signal). These predefined regions and subproblems are adapted from the results of dynamic adaptive binning. If a targeted or peak alignment approach is taken, the regions can be defined as fixed width regions containing the targeted or aligned peaks of interest.

The solution to each subproblem is obtained by breaking each region into signal of interest, adjacent signal, and baseline. The baseline and adjacent signals are then removed, leaving the signal of interest. This construction of subproblems allows the problem to be transformed into the map-reduce paradigm (described later). As part of this work, two alternative definitions of the subproblems were explored:

1) Region of interest
2) Region of interest with adjacent buffer regions

By including adjacent buffer regions, it is hypothesized that better estimates of adjacent signals are obtained, thus, improving the accuracy of the quantification. Solutions to subproblems for both definitions are constructed by combining a model of baseline and a set of Gauss-Lorentzian peaks:

\[
\Theta(\beta, x) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} S([M_j, \sigma_j, P_j, x_{c_j}], x) + \text{baseline}([b_1, ..., b_k], x) \quad (4)
\]

\[
\beta = [M_j, \sigma_j, P_j, x_{c_j}, b_1, ..., b_k] \quad (5)
\]

where \(\Theta(\beta, x_i)\) is the model for each region with the model parameters, \(\beta\). Further, \(N\) is the number of peaks in the subproblem, thus, \(M_j, \sigma_j, P_j,\) and \(x_{c_j}\) refer to the height, standard deviation, fraction of Lorentzian, and the center of the \(j\)-th peak. \(\text{baseline}(...)\) is a piecewise baseline linear function, where \(b_1, ..., b_k\) are the heights of the piecewise segments.

The final locations of the peaks and their parameters (e.g., width, height) are determined algorithmically by solving the corresponding nonlinear curve-fitting problem. The parameters of the nonlinear curve-fitting problem are estimated by a subspace trust-region method based on the interior-reflective Newton method \((\text{Coleman and Li } 1994, 1996)\). The parameters are adjusted to minimize the function:

\[
1/2 \sum_{i} (\Theta(\beta, x_i) - y_i)^2, \quad (6)
\]

where \(x_i\) and \(y_i\) are the chemical shift and intensity of the \(i\)-th point in the segment, \(m\) is the number of data points in segment, \(\beta\) is a vector of parameters, and \(\Theta\) is the model of each subproblem that will be fit.

The nonlinear curve-fitting algorithm estimates the optimal model parameters using their initial values and bounds. The initial location, \(x_{c_j}\), of each peak is manually selected. The initial height, \(M_j\), of each peak is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum intensities in the region surrounding the peak. The initial value of the width at half height, \(\Gamma_j\), is defined as double the distance (ppm) between the maximum intensity in the region and the location of the peak’s half height (i.e., initial height divided by 2). The initial standard deviation, \(\sigma_j\), can then be computed from the width at half height. The initial fraction Lorentzian, \(P_j\), of each peak is defined as 0.5. The initial baseline heights, \(b_i\), is defined as the minimum intensity in the segment. The lower and upper bounds for parameters are defined as:

\[
0 < M_j \leq \text{MAX}_i, \quad 0 < \sigma_j \leq |s_L - s_R|, \quad 0 \leq P_j \leq 1.0, \quad 0 < x_{c_j} \leq \omega_i, \quad 0 \leq b_k \leq \text{MAX}_i,
\]

where \(\text{MAX}_i\) is the maximum height in the \(i\)-th segment, and \(s_L\) and \(s_R\) are the left and right boundaries of the segment. The boundaries for location of each peak, \([\alpha_i, \omega_j]\),
A sensitive operator. The map phase consists of solving the is merely a combine operation, the number of mappers is the critical process is performed during a map and reduce the record splitter. Given that this task is map centric, i.e. is also important to maintain clear record boundaries for an independent deconvolution problem on each line. This hence the data format used as the input to the process is a similar fashion as experimented by [23], [24].

3.4 Map-Reduce

A map-reduce architecture is employed to enable high-throughput spectral deconvolution. This architecture exposes cloud-based services using the web application framework Ruby on Rails. The algorithm is implemented as a Hadoop based map-reduce program using Hadoop streaming, a technique that allows one to use non Java based programs in the Hadoop architecture. This implementation uses a MATLAB implementation of the numerical optimization algorithm, in a similar fashion as experimented by [23], [24].

The Hadoop streaming mechanism processes data in lines. Hence the data format used as the input to the process is an independent deconvolution problem on each line. This is also important to maintain clear record boundaries for the record splitter. Given that this task is map centric, i.e. the critical process is performed during a map and reduce is merely a combine operation, the number of mappers is a sensitive operator. The map phase consists of solving the aforementioned non-linear optimization subproblem. The reduce step is the recombination and ordering of these results. In order to expose the Hadoop functions in a convenient way to the biologists and also for better integration with existing workflow engines, a web service is implemented. The web service follows the REST paradigm and can be accessed by an HTTP POST operation. The web service is deliberately made into an asynchronous service due to the longer processing time for larger jobs. The processing time varies depending on the complexity of the spectra, and therefore, could not be incorporated into a synchronous web service.

3.5 Cluster Setup

The Hadoop cluster consists of 15 dedicated server computers, each having 16GB of RAM and Quad core AMD processor and connected via Gigabit Ethernet. The Hadoop software version is 0.20.1. The cluster was configured to have a total map task capacity of 120 and reduce task capacity of 90. Jobs were submitted in groups of 5, 10, 15, and 20 (e.g., 5 spectra at a time).

3.6 Synthetic Data

Both empirical and synthetic spectroscopic data are employed to show the application of localized deconvolution. The synthetic spectroscopic data sets are based on urine \( ^1H \) spectra and were developed by characterizing the salient distributions in empirical spectroscopic data (Anderson et al., 2009). These synthetic data sets enable the use of exacting performance metrics because the true location and size of each peak is known a priori.

A synthetic data set of 20 complex \( ^1H \) spectra was generated, and it was analyzed by two direct measures of the spectral quantification accuracy for each algorithm: absolute quantification error \( (AQE) \) and relative quantification error \( (RQE) \):

\[
AQE = \frac{100}{N \times M} \sum_{b=1}^{M} \sum_{s=1}^{N} \frac{|predicted_{b,s} - true_{b,s}|}{true_{b,s}}
\]

\[
RQE = \frac{100}{M} \sum_{b=1}^{M} \frac{std(predicted_{b}) - std(true_{b})}{std(true_{b})}
\]

where \( predicted_{b,s} \) is the localized deconvolution results for bin \( b \) and spectrum \( s \), \( true_{b,s} \) is the true deconvolution results, \( M \) is the total number of bins, \( N \) is the total number of spectra, and \( std(predicted_{b}) \) is the standard deviation of the set of all localized deconvolution results for bin \( b \), and \( std(true_{b}) \) is the standard deviation of the set of all true deconvolution results for bin \( b \).

3.7 Experimental Data

In addition to comparing spectral binning algorithms on synthetic data sets, this manuscript demonstrates the application of high-throughput localized deconvolution on empirical data.
Table 1: Mean/median absolute and relative quantification error for standard binning (Standard), localized deconvolution with positive baseline constraint (Region (+)), localized deconvolution with additional buffer and positive baseline constraint (Region & Buffer (+)), localized deconvolution (Region (+/-)), and localized deconvolution with additional buffer (Region & Buffer (+/-))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Absolute Quantification Error Median</th>
<th>Absolute Quantification Error Mean</th>
<th>Relative Quantification Error Median</th>
<th>Relative Quantification Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region (+)</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region &amp; Buffer (+)</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region (+/-)</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region &amp; Buffer (+/-)</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from a $^1$H NMR-based experiment to monitor rat urinary metabolites after exposure to α-naphthylisothiocyanate (ANIT) [16]. A subset of this data set was used to compare the quantification algorithms. Specifically, an ANIT dose of 20 mg/kg at 2 days post-exposure was selected, and the performance of the algorithms were analyzed by studying the results of a standard supervised learning procedure, Orthogonal Projection onto Latent Structures (O-PLS) [25].

The O-PLS model was evaluated on its predictive ability, using the $Q^2$ (coefficient of prediction) metric. $Q^2$ was calculated as follows:

$$Q^2 = 1 - \frac{PRESS}{SSY} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} e_i^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}$$

where PRESS is the Predicted RESidual Sum of Squares calculated as the residual $e$ between the predicted and actual $Y$ during leave-one-out cross-validation. $SSY$ is the Sum of Squares for $y$, $\bar{y}$ is the $y$ mean across all samples, and $y_i$ is the $y$ value for sample $i$. As $Q^2$ approaches 1, the more predictive capability the model exhibits. A $Q^2$ value less than 0 shows the model has no predictive power.

4. Results and Discussion

Standard high throughput quantification techniques, such as uniform binning or bucketing, have shown to be effective in reducing the dimensionality and mitigating spectral misalignment; however, these techniques often introduce erroneous quantification errors due to overlapping and adjacent signals. To illustrate the advantages of localized deconvolution, we analyzed synthetic and empirical data. The absolute and relative accuracy of quantification was measured on realistic $^1$H synthetic spectroscopic data, which were modeled after a traditional urine NMR-based metabolomics study. These results are summarized in Table 1. The difference in performance by including a buffer region and constraining the baseline to positive offsets are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).

As determined by a one-way ANOVA ($\alpha = 0.05$ assumed for all subsequent statistical tests), the means absolute quantification error for all quantification methods are significantly different. Comparing pairs of methods shows that the standard quantification mean absolute quantification error is significantly different than all localized deconvolution methods using the Tukey-Kramer multiple test correction. To evaluate the median absolute error, the Kruskal-Wallis test was applied to the performance data; the results of which showed that there is a difference between quantification methods as measured by the median absolute quantification error. Specifically, the standard quantification median absolute quantification error is significantly different from all localized deconvolution methods. The mean relative quantification error is significantly different for all methods (one-way ANOVA). The standard quantification mean relative quantification error is significantly different from all localized deconvolution methods (Tukey-Kramer multiple test correction).

Among the four different versions of localized deconvolution, a one-way ANOVA showed that the means of the absolute quantification error are significantly different, and the mean absolute quantification error of Region & Buffer (+/-) is significantly different from the means of Region (+).
and Region (+/-). Using the Kruskal-Wallis test, the medians are significantly different, and specifically, the medians of Region & Buffer (+) and Region & Buffer (+/-) are significantly different from the average rank of Region (+) and Region (+/-). A Tukey-Kramer correction was applied to correct for multiple tests. The one-way ANOVA on the mean relative quantification error and Kruskal-Wallis test on the median relative quantification error failed to reject their null hypotheses. i.e., there is not a significant difference among the localized deconvolution methods when examining relative quantification error.

These significant results demonstrate the error in approximating the underlying peak signals with standard binning. If two peaks are adjacent in a spectrum, the degree to which they influence each other will be proportional to their intensity and proximity. Adjacent peaks that are drastically smaller will be heavily influenced by the larger adjacent peaks. Quantifying these smaller peaks is of particular interest to the metabolomics community, as the magnitude of the peak does not determine it relevance in any given study. By modeling each peak individually while simultaneously providing high throughput quantification, localized deconvolution significantly improves the absolute and relative quantification accuracy in NMR-based metabolomics.

In addition to demonstrating the improvement gained through localized deconvolution on synthetic data, we analyzed its effect on quantifying a study of toxicity, as measured by subsequent pattern recognition methods. Specifically, we observed an improvement of 16% in the cross-validated measure $Q^2$, during the application of a standard supervised learning method, orthogonal projection onto latent structures (O-PLS). The $Q^2$ metric improved from 0.7569 to 0.8782 after applying localized deconvolution (Region (+/-)). The improved $Q^2$ metric can be attributed to removing within group variability. Figure 3 shows this improvement in the projected space used to separate the two groups (48 hrs, 20 mg/kg and 0 hrs, Control). The x-axis is representative of the signal responsible for the difference in the groups. The y-axis is signal uncorrelated to the difference in the groups. The tightening of the within group variability on the x-axis leads to the improvement of the $Q^2$ metric.

The adoption of a general purpose high-throughput quantification method by the metabolomics community is dependent on its ease of applicability. This can be broken into two parts: speed and flexibility. By providing access via RESTful web interface, we are providing a resource that can be incorporated in scientific workflows and other quantification methods. Using a map-reduce framework allows us to parallelize the deconvolution procedure and run the process at a rapid rate. The running time is dependent on the number of mappers, which is shown in Figure 4. On a moderately sized cluster with 15 nodes, it requires approximately 4 minutes to complete a detailed deconvolution of five congested $^1$H spectra from the data using 20 mappers.

Fig. 3: O-PLS results showing the separation between 0 hrs, Control and 48 hours after a 20 mg/kg dose using 10 fold cross-validation

Fig. 4: The running time required to quantify different $^1$H spectra as a function of the number of mappers

In our implementation, we set the default number of mappers at 20 since it seemed to provide reasonable running times for the typical file sizes encountered in our experimental set up; however, for larger files, higher number of mappers definitely makes an improvement and can be set accordingly by passing the relevant parameter.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that localized deconvolution is a robust method to process highly congested spectra that improves accuracy over standard high-throughput quantification methods. Our algorithm is naturally decomposed into concurrent tasks which are implemented in a map-reduce paradigm with a Web-service interface, thus, providing a scalable and accessible tool for the metabolomics community.
Our experiments have shown that the removal of adjacent, convoluting, and irrelevant signals results in significantly improved absolute and relative quantification, as demonstrated on realistic synthetic data. The performance metrics also demonstrate that including a buffer region does not improve overall accuracy, and allowing the baseline to be positive or negative results in the best accuracy. However, it was observed that specific spectral configurations did benefit from including a buffer region. Developing an algorithm to take advantage of the strengths of both methods is currently in process.

The advantages of our method were also observed on an experimental metabolomics data set of organ toxicity. Specifically, the within group scatter was reduced by localized deconvolution, resulting in an improved cross-validation score ($Q^2$); however, this increase in accuracy leads to additional computing costs. Such issues can easily be overcome by parallelizing the process with map-reduce and making use of cheaply available cloud resources. While our method provides a significant improvement over standard binning methods, alternative techniques that rely on annotated spectral databases, such as targeted and direct quantification methods, can also improve their accuracy by filtering and removing obfuscating signals with localized deconvolution.
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